Primary spontaneous pneumothorax

Primary spontaneous pneumothorax is an abnormal accumulation of air in the space between the lungs and the chest cavity (called the pleural space) that can result in the partial or complete collapse of a lung. This type of pneumothorax is described as primary because it occurs in the absence of lung disease such as emphysema. Spontaneous means the pneumothorax was not caused by an injury such as a rib fracture. Primary spontaneous pneumothorax is likely due to the formation of small sacs of air (blebs) in lung tissue that rupture, causing air to leak into the pleural space. Air in the pleural space creates pressure on the lung and can lead to its collapse. A person with this condition may feel chest pain on the side of the collapsed lung and shortness of breath.

Blebs may be present on an individual's lung (or lungs) for a long time before they rupture. Many things can cause a bleb to rupture, such as changes in air pressure or a very sudden deep breath. Often, people who experience a primary spontaneous pneumothorax have no prior sign of illness; the blebs themselves typically do not cause any symptoms and are visible only on medical imaging. Affected individuals may have one bleb to more than thirty blebs. Once a bleb ruptures and causes a pneumothorax, there is an estimated 13 to 60 percent chance that the condition will recur.

Frequency

Primary spontaneous pneumothorax is more common in men than in women. This condition occurs in 7.4 to 18 per 100,000 men each year and 1.2 to 6 per 100,000 women each year.

Causes

Mutations in the FLCN gene can cause primary spontaneous pneumothorax, although these mutations appear to be a very rare cause of this condition. The FLCN gene provides instructions for making a protein called folliculin. In the lungs, folliculin is found in the connective tissue cells that allow the lungs to contract and expand when breathing. Folliculin is also produced in cells that line the small air sacs (alveoli). Researchers have not determined the protein's function, but they believe it may help control the growth and division of cells. Folliculin may play a role in repairing and re-forming lung tissue following damage. Researchers have not determined how FLCN gene mutations lead to the formation of blebs and increase the risk of primary spontaneous pneumothorax. One theory is that the altered folliculin protein may trigger inflammation within the lung tissue that could alter and damage the tissue, causing blebs.
Primary spontaneous pneumothorax most often occurs in people without an identified gene mutation. The cause of the condition in these individuals is often unknown. Tall young men are at increased risk of developing primary spontaneous pneumothorax; researchers suggest that rapid growth of the chest during growth spurts may increase the likelihood of forming blebs. Long-term smoking also greatly increases the risk of developing primary spontaneous pneumothorax in both men and women.

Inheritance Pattern

When this condition is caused by mutations in the \textit{FLCN} gene, it is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which means one copy of the altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. In most cases, a person inherits the \textit{FLCN} gene mutation from an affected parent. People who have an \textit{FLCN} gene mutation associated with primary spontaneous pneumothorax all appear to develop blebs, but it is estimated that only 40 percent of those individuals go on to have a primary spontaneous pneumothorax.

Other Names for This Condition

- pneumothorax
- PSP
- spontaneous pneumothorax

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

- What is genetic testing? https://primer/testing/genetictesting

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

- ClinicalTrials.gov https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22primary+spontaneous+pneumothorax%22+OR+%22pneumothorax%22+OR+%22spontaneous+pneumothorax%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Chest Tube Insertion
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/002947.htm
- Encyclopedia: Collapsed Lung
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000087.htm
- Encyclopedia: Pleural Space (image)
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/imagepages/9176.htm
- Encyclopedia: Pneumothorax--Series (images)
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/presentations/100150_1.htm
- Health Topic: Pleural Disorders
  https://medlineplus.gov/pleuraldisorders.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Primary spontaneous pneumothorax
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/4997/primary-spontaneous-pneumothorax

Additional NIH Resources

- National Heart Lung and Blood Institute: What are Pleurisy and Other Pleural Disorders?
  https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health-topics/pleurisy-and-other-pleural-disorders

Educational Resources

- MalaCards: pneumothorax, primary spontaneous
  https://www.malacards.org/card/pneumothorax_primary_spontaneous
- Merck Manual for Patients and Caregivers
- Orphanet: Familial spontaneous pneumothorax
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=2903

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- American Lung Association
  https://www.lung.org/
Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28primary+spontaneous+pneumothorax%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28spontaneous+pneumothorax%5BTI%5D%29%29+AND+review%5Bpt%5D+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- PNEUMOTHORAX, PRIMARY SPONTANEOUS
  http://omim.org/entry/173600
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